Antimicrobial potency of cationic antimicrobial peptides can be predicted from their amino acid composition: Application to the detection of "cryptic" antimicrobial peptides.
Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) are essential components of innate immunity. Here we show that antimicrobial potency of CAMPs is linearly correlated to the product CmHnL where C is the net charge of the peptide, H is a measure of its hydrophobicity and L its length. Exponents m and n define the relative contribution of charge and hydrophobicity to the antimicrobial potency. Very interestingly the values of m and n are strain specific. The ratio n/(m+n) can vary between ca. 0.5 and 1, thus indicating that some strains are sensitive to highly charged peptides, whereas others are particularly susceptible to more hydrophobic peptides. The slope of the regression line describing the correlation "antimicrobial potency"/"CmHnL product" changes from strain to strain indicating that some strains acquired a higher resistance to CAMPs than others. Our analysis provides also an effective computational strategy to identify CAMPs included inside the structure of larger proteins or precursors, which can be defined as "cryptic" CAMPs. We demonstrate that it is not only possible to identify and locate with very good precision the position of cryptic peptides, but also to analyze the internal structure of long CAMPs, thus allowing to draw an accurate map of the molecular determinants of their antimicrobial activity. A spreadsheet, provided in the Supplementary material, allows performing the analysis of protein sequences. Our strategy is also well suited to analyze large pools of sequences, thus significantly improving the identification of new CAMPs and the study of innate immunity.